Science Abstracting and Indexing
The National Federation of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services, a new affiliate of the AAAS, was organized in 1958 by the major abstracting and indexing organizations of the United States to coordinate their efforts and seek ways of improving them. The ultimate goal of the federation is to improve communication among scientists through the documentation (abstracting, indexing, and analyzing) of international scientific literature.
The federation provides a broad and comprehensive program. Its activities range from research and education to the publication of lists of scientific and technological periodicals. As new problems or new techniques arise from advances in documentation, the federation will broaden its activities by including them.
By means of working group committees reporting to the secretariat, the federation is endeavoring to achieve its aims through cooperative efforts in such 2 ANALYTICAL: The Warheads Group also performs design analyses for determination of most suitable warhead types depending on specific weapon system and target performance characteristics. Warheads under development are critically evaluated in terms of test objectives and ultimate weapon system acceptance by the Navy. Lethality analyses, mathematically simulating missiletarget spatial intercept geometries also are conducted in conjunction with specific warhead research and development. For this purpose, an IBM 7090 is available to the group at APL's Computing Center.
The several assignments open at this time are exceedingly diversified and challenging. New staff members will have the opportunity to extend their professional capabilities both in the field of warheads and such associated fields as fuzing, guidance, missile structures and operational analysis. Technical liaison with other APL groups, subcontractors, and government agencies provides a wide range of activities in support of the primary mission of the Warheads Group. Initial and future assignments will be made in accordance with background qualifications of applicants, their interests, and the needs of the technical program.
You will find an intellectual and professionally stimulating environment at APL, and the opportunities for significant contributions and personal advancement are excellent. You will be associated with colleagues in numerous disciplines and technical specialties, many of whom have earned reputations as leaders in their fields. Your work will enhance our national purpose, since it has a material bearing on the defense capability of our country.
Scientists problem areas as bibliographic, indexing, and abstracting standards; coverage overlaps and gaps; transliteration; copyright laws; definition of terminology; costs and financing; procurement of hard-to-obtain journals; journal inventories; mechanization in all phases of the operation of secondary-source information services; and information retrieval. For example, the federation has recently adopted a uniform standard for Cyrillic transliteration. The affairs of the federation are administered by the executive secretary and his staff in the national offices, located at 301 East Capitol Street, Washington, D.C. Members of the federation include the following: Applied Mechanics Reviews, ASTIA Technical Abstract Bulletin, Bibliography of Agriculture, Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, Engineering Index, Fire Research Abstracts and Reviews, GeoScience Abstracts, Index Medicus, International Aerospace Abstracts, Mathematical Reviews, Meteorological and Geoastrophysical A bstracts, Nuclear Science Abstracts, Prevention of Deterioration Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, Review of Metal Literature, Tobacco Abstracts, and United States Government Research Reports (Office of Technical Services, U.S. Department of Commerce).
The federation holds annual meetings, the most recent of which was held in Cleveland on 9 and 10 March. Papers were presented as follows: "The literature problem for scientists and engineers," Richard S. Leghorn (president, Itek Corporation); "The price tag for meeting the literature crises," G. Miles Conrad (director, Biological Abstracts); and "The impact of the information problem upon higher education," John S. Millis (president, Western Reserve University This basic apparatus consists of a synchronous motor drive and a syringe holder. Drive is arranged to accept any one of fifty interchangeable ratio gears and syringe holders are available for 50, 30, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1, and .5 ml capacities. The above gears provide for rotation of the syringe holder driving screw throughout a range of one revolution in ten minutes to one revolution in three hours.
Pump is a single stroke unit and is normally furnished with the ratio gears that provide a single, selected delivery rate with any given syringe. The wide choice of ratio gears and syringe capacities provide a practically unlimited choice of delivery rates up The federation has recently undertaken the preparation of a program for studying the role of science abstracting and indexing services in solving the over-alll information probleml. The results ol this work shouldl provide a broad pictuLre of efforts to commlilunicate scientific intoraltion in the Unitedl States, fromii the time such informlatioll |is available until it becomes obsolete. It is hoped that this plan will provide direction tor all efforts in abstracting and indexing in the United States, both within and outside the governmlent, for some years ahead.
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